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ABSTRACT: In this article, an application of clutter modeling and
reduction techniques to synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images of mov-
ing and stationary target acquisition and recognition data is presented.
Statistical modeling of the clutter signal within these particular SAR
images is demonstrated. Lognormal, Weibull, and K-distribution models
are analyzed for the amplitude distribution of high-resolution land clut-
ter data. Higher-order statistics (moments and cumulants) are utilized to
estimate the appropriate statistical distribution models for the clutter.
Also, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test is employed to vali-
date the accuracy of the selected models. With the use of the determined
clutter model, constant false-alarm rate detection algorithm is applied to
the SAR images of several military targets. Resultant SAR images ob-
tained by using the proposed method show that target signatures are
reliably differentiated from the clutter background. © 2008 Wiley Peri-
odicals, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol Lett 50: 1514–1520, 2008;
Published online in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com).
DOI 10.1002/mop.23413
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic target detection and recognition (ATD/R) tools using
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery is important in military
surveillance applications [1-3]. The aim of an ATD/R algorithm is
to identify targets of military significance within SAR images. At
the front-end of a typical ATD/R system, target detection is
achieved by performing a target hypothesis test for each pixel in
the image. During this practice, clutter signal can be really prob-
lematic such that target detection becomes a difficult process.
Clutter is commonly defined as any unwanted backscattering from
the natural environment which interferes with targets and makes
target detection a difficult process [4-6]. Hence, clutter has to be
reduced to a satisfactorily lower value before ATD/R processing
for accurate detection of target signatures.

Most of the clutter reduction techniques incorporate statistical
models of the clutter because of the uncertainty of the illuminated
area under test [7, 8]. For this reason, numerous papers related to
the statistical nature of the clutter have been published in the
literature [9-19]. These papers demonstrate the considerably in-
creasing interest in finding the most appropriate statistical distri-
bution to model the clutter. Most commonly adopted models to
characterize the clutter statistics are Rayleigh [9], lognormal [10,
11], Weibull [10-14], and K-distribution [15-19]. Yet, determining
the best model which describes the land SAR clutter still remains
a difficult and challenging task. The main problem arises from
inherently complex and statistical behavior of the clutter signal
that differs considerably from one application to another. In most
practices, the clutter amplitude distribution is governed by various
parameters such as the characteristics of random scatterers at the
observed surface, range/cross-range resolutions, operating fre-
quency, geometry of illumination (grazing angle), and the data
format (power magnitude or signal intensity, single or multilook,
etc.) [20]. Therefore, the choice of the best fit for the clutter
amplitude distribution should be carried out specifically by means
of the empirical application.

In this article, the high-resolution land clutter data of publicly
released MSTAR (moving and stationary target acquisition and
recognition) SAR images [21] is analyzed for clutter removal and
target detection studies. We focused our attention on the three
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popular distribution models; namely lognormal, Weibull, and K-
distribution. The efficacy of these distributions to model the clutter
data derived from MSTAR target images was analyzed, and visual
comparisons of the empirical fits of these distributions to the
clutter were carried out. Besides, higher-order (HO) statistics such
as moments and cumulants were used to determine the best fit to
the clutter data. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test
was also applied to quantify the suitability of the selected models.
To validate the accuracy of the HO statistics and K-S goodness-
of-fit test results, adaptive constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) de-
tector of the selected models was applied to MSTAR target im-
ages. Then, the results were compared from the clutter removal
and target detection perspective. On the basis of these results, it
was shown that successful reduction of clutter is achieved by
incorporating the accurate statistical model.

The article is organized as follows: In the next section, com-
monly used probabilistic models for clutter are reviewed and the
non-Rayleigh behavior of the particular clutter amplitude is dem-
onstrated. In Section 3, the experimental clutter data is compared
with lognormal, Weibull, and K-distribution models. The best fit to
the empirical clutter data is analyzed both graphically and numer-
ically. After concluding the analysis of the clutter data, CFAR
detection is applied to target images and the results are discussed
at the end of this section. Finally, conclusions and comments on
the proposed method are given in the last section.

2. AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION MODELS FOR SAR
CLUTTER

The first statistical model for the single polarization SAR data was
proposed by Goodman [9]. He pointed out that the clutter signal at
each pixel in the SAR image could be represented as the super-
position of random contributions from many scattering structures
inside the radar footprint assuming that the illuminated area was
much larger than the wavelength. Hence, the resultant scattered
field signal can be represented as [22]:

Es � �
k�1

n

Mke
j�k (1)

where, n is the number of scatterers, Mk is the amplitude, and �k is
the phase of the kth component. Assuming the amplitudes are
independent random variables and n is sufficiently large; the
backscattered field Es possesses a circular Gaussian distribution as
a consequence of the central limit theorem. Then, the amplitude of
the backscattered field shows Rayleigh distribution features [9].
The Rayleigh distributed random variable x with parameter � has
a probability density function (PDF) given by

p� x� �
x

�
exp� �

x2

2��, x � 0 (2)

where x denotes the clutter amplitude. The abovementioned model
well matches the clutter amplitude distribution especially for nat-
ural radar clutter textures with low resolutions. However, in the
case of high-resolution radar and low grazing angles, the clutter
distribution deviates significantly from the Rayleigh behavior [10].
For such cases, the models with longer tails than the Rayleigh
distribution fit the clutter amplitude better. Therefore, lognormal,
Weibull, and K-distributed models are proposed as the alternatives
to Rayleigh distributed model. The lognormal PDF [10, 11] has a
longer tail than Weibull and K-distribution, and is generally suit-

able for high-resolution sea clutter and low grazing angles. The
PDF of the lognormal distribution is in the form of

p� x� �
1

�2�s

1

x
exp� �

1

2s2�ln x � ��2�, x � 0 (3)

where, � and s is the mean and standard deviation of the function
“ln x, ” respectively. Another more realistic and useful model is the
Weibull distribution [10-14] whose PDF can be characterized by

p� x� � bcxb�1exp� � cxb�, x � 0 (4)

where b is the inverse shape parameter and c is the scale parameter.
This model has been proven to be a good fit to land clutter
especially for low-grazing angles and at high-resolutions [14].
K-distribution is the best suited model for sea clutter and spiky
ground clutter [15-19]. The PDF of the K-distribution is given as:

p� x� �
2

a��v � 1�� x

2a�
v�1

�Kv� x

a� , x � 0, v � � 1 (5)

where a is the scaling parameter, 	 is the shape parameter, � is the
standard gamma function, and K	 is the modified Bessel function
of the second kind of order 	.

3. CLUTTER MODELING AND APPLICATION OF CLUTTER
REDUCTION

In this work, we have utilized the publicly released high resolution
SAR clutter and target data collected by the MSTAR program [21]
for the purpose of clutter modeling and reduction. The MSTAR
program is joint Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) and Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) effort to
develop and evaluate an advanced ATD/R system.

3.1. Parameter Estimation
It is well practiced by the researchers that accurate modeling of
clutter involves estimating the parameters of a known probability
distribution model that best fits the sample clutter data. In this
article, we have analyzed the lognormal, Weibull, and K-distribu-
tion in modeling the clutter amplitude of the MSTAR clutter
images. The parameters of the lognormal and Weibull distributions
were estimated by the well-known maximum likelihood (ML)
method which is known as the optimal method for fitting of large
samples. By maximizing the log-likelihood function, the ML es-
timates of the parameters for lognormal distribution can be found
as,

�̂ �
1

n�
i�1

n

ln xi

ŝ � �1

n�
i�1

n

ln�xi � �̂�2�1/ 2

(6)

where, �xi;i � 1. . .n� are n clutter samples and �̂ and ŝ denotes
the mean and standard deviation estimate of “ln x”, respectively. In
a similar manner, ML estimate of the parameter b of the Weibull
distribution (denoted by b̂ ) can be found by solving the equation
given below [23]:

� �
i�1

n

xi
b̂ln xi���

i�1

n

xi
b̂��1

�
1

b̂
�

1

n�
i�1

n

ln xi � 0 (7)
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Standard iterative techniques such as Newton-Raphson method
can be used in solving Eq. (7). Once b is determined; estimate of
c (denoted by ĉ ) may then be calculated by:

ĉ �
n

�
i�1

n

xi
b̂

(8)

For the K-distributed model, the ML solution is analytically
intractable, so we used HO and fractional sample moments [22] to
estimate the parameters in the model. The estimate of the shape
parameter 	 (denoted by v̂ ) is obtained independently from the
scale parameter as:

v̂ � �� z � 2

2 � 2

� 
z���
z � � z � 2

2 �� ,
z �
m̂z�2

m̂zm̂2
, z � 0 (9)

In the above equation, z is the parameter that determines the
order of fraction and m̂ denotes the sample moments given as

m̂r �
1

n�
i�1

n

xi
r, r � 0 (10)

where r is the moment order. In this study, we selected the
parameter z as 0.5 to reduce the variance of the moment estimates.
So, the shape parameter 	 is estimated by

v̂ � �25

16
�

m̂5/ 2

m̂1/ 2m̂2
��� m̂5/ 2

m̂1/ 2m̂2
�

5

4� (11)

provided that m̂5/ 2/�m̂1/ 2m̂2� � 5/4 as demonstrated in [22]. After
determining 	, the estimate of the scale parameter a (denoted by â)
can be obtained by using the moment expression of the K-distri-
bution given below:

Mr �
��0.5r � 1���v � 1 � 0.5r�

��v � 1�
�2â�r (12)

By replacing the any rth-order moment of this equation with
the sample moment one of Eq. (10), the estimated value â can
directly be solved.

3.2. Modeling the Clutter in MSTAR Images
We began modeling of clutter by first analyzing the statistics of the
MSTAR-SAR clutter data observed at a depression angle of 15°.
While doing this, we selected one homogeneous and one hetero-
geneous region of the MSTAR clutter image as shown in Figure 1.
The image covers an area of approximately 360 m 	 300 m
corresponding to a total of 1784 	 1476 data points. Region 1 of
this figure contains vegetation texture and it is almost homoge-
neous. On the other hand, Region 2 consists of forest texture and
it is partly heterogeneous. For both regions, we estimated the
parameters of the theoretical distributions from the corresponding
sample clutter data. During the estimation process, the ML method
was used for the lognormal and Weibull distributed models, and
HO and fractional sample moments were used for the K-distrib-
uted model. Then, we calculated the true PDFs of the distributions
with these estimated parameters. Finally, we compared these cal-
culated PDFs with the density histogram of the sample clutter data.
The results are presented in Figure 2. The density histogram of the

clutter data of Region 1 and the fitted distributions are shown in
Figure 2(a). It is seen from this figure that the envelope of the
density histogram is in good agreement with Weibull and K-
distribution models. In Figure 2(b), corresponding density histo-
gram of Region 2 and fitted distributions are plotted. As easily
observed from this figure, the histogram or empirical PDF of this
clutter has a tail longer than the previous one. It is also apparent
that Weibull and K-distribution can be taken as appropriate models
for this particular type of clutter. From these figures, it can be
commented that although K-distribution seems to be the best fit,
Weibull distribution can also be used in modeling the clutter data
in these SAR images.

In this study, our main goal is to reduce the clutter so that we
can detect and distinguish the military targets out of these partic-
ular SAR images. Therefore, we focused on the MSTAR target
images in which various military targets are embedded inside the
region of a vegetation clutter. A target free region in the image is
selected and the clutter data from this region is analyzed. Using the
same clutter analysis procedure emphasized earlier, the density
histogram of the clutter data and the calculated PDFs of the
theoretical models are plotted in Figure 3(a). As shown in this
figure, K-distributed model again fits better than the other two.
Also, it is fair that the difference between Weibull and K-distri-
bution is quite small. In addition to this PDF analysis, we also
analyzed the empirical cumulative density function (CDF) of the
sample clutter data by comparing it with the calculated CDFs of
the theoretical distributions. The CDF analysis results are pre-
sented in Figure 3(b). It is easy to observe that both Weibull and
K-distribution closely follow the empirical CDF of the sample
clutter data. This means that, Weibull and K-distribution models
can be taken as reasonable models for this clutter data of the target
images in any case.

3.3. Comparisons of the Fitting Performance of the Models
Another consideration to assess the underlying model of the clutter
data is made by utilizing the moment and cumulant statistics [24]
of the both sample clutter data and the model distributions. First,
the parameters of the models from the sample data are determined.
Then, the HO origin moments, center moments, and cumulants of
each model were calculated, and the feature vector of correspond-
ing distribution model based on these data is formed. Afterwards,
the vector-based distance of the feature vector of each distribution

Figure 1 MSTAR SAR clutter image of Huntsville site from Alabama,
USA
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to the feature vector of sample clutter data was calculated, and the
distribution which has a minimum distance was determined. The
results of HO statistics for the clutter data of MSTAR target
images are given in Table 1. In the calculation of HO statistics,
only the first four moments were taken into account. As it is clear
from Table 1, K-distributed model has a minimum vector-based
distance and can be taken as the best model for the clutter data.
Besides, Weibull distributed model has also a small distance and
can be used as an alternative model. On the basis of these obser-
vations, we can conclude that the numerical results of HO statistics
supports the graphical results of the previous section and the
clutter data can be modeled with either Weibull or K-distribution.

In addition to the above studies, we also employed the K-S
goodness-of-fit test to sample data to check the validity of the
Weibull or K-distribution assumption of the clutter model. K-S
goodness-of-fit tests use the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) approach and therefore belong to the class of “distance
tests”. In this study, among the several computational methods for
the K-S test, the K-S test statistic version [25] was used. In this

version, K-S statistic is defined as the maximum value of the
absolute difference between the empirical and the theoretical
CDFs [25]. To apply this test, we first estimated the parameters of
the theoretical distributions (e.g., lognormal, Weibull, and K-
distribution) from the sample data. Then, the CDFs of the theo-
retical distributions were calculated from these estimated param-
eters and their distance to the empirical CDF of the sample data

Figure 2 Density histograms and fitted distributions of (a) the vegetation
and (b) the forest region of SAR clutter image of Figure 1 (amplitude data
is normalized to unity mean). [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

Figure 3 (a) The PDFs and (b) CDFs of clutter data of MSTAR target
images and fitted distributions (amplitude data is normalized to unity
mean). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com]

TABLE 1
Vector-Based Distance of the Feature Vector (Consists of HO
Statistics) of Each Distribution to the Feature Vector of
Clutter Sample Data

Vector-based distance to the feature
vector of clutter sample data

Lognormal 77.3499
Weibull 0.6912
K-distribution 0.0221
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was evaluated. The results of the K-S test are shown in Table 2
where q is the test value of the K-S test, and  is the value to
compare. The significance level � was selected as 0.05 which
means that if q 
 , then the two compared distributions are
different with a probability of at least 0.95. As it is demonstrated
in Table 2, the calculated test values for the Weibull and K-
distribution models are smaller than the compared value. There-
fore, they satisfy the distribution of the sample clutter data within
the confidence interval of 0.05.

3.4. CFAR Detection and Clutter Reduction
The general procedure to reduce the clutter is the fixed threshold
algorithm in which a global threshold is set and applied to the SAR
image chip directly [26]. However, this method has the disadvan-
tage that when the target’s signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) is not large
enough, most major image features of target are lost while leaving
large clutter residues in the image. For an effective clutter reduc-
tion, it is necessary to incorporate adaptive threshold algorithms
together with the use of an accurate clutter model. CFAR detectors
are the most commonly used adaptive threshold routines which
ensure the probability of the false alarm to be constant [27]. In a
usual CFAR detector, a PDF model for the background data is
chosen and the model parameters are estimated by using this
background sample data within a sliding window. Then, the prob-
ability of false alarm (PFA) for the threshold T is computed by:

PFA � 1 � 	
��

T

p�x�dx �	
T

�

p�x�dx (13)

By solving this equation for the threshold T in terms of the
specified PFA and the estimated parameters of the PDF p(x), the
desired CFAR detector can then be implemented.

Findings of the previous section demonstrated that both
Weibull and K-distribution can be chosen as a suitable model for
the clutter background. For the implementation of our approach,
therefore, the CFAR detectors for only these distributions were
investigated in this section. The adaptive threshold value T for the
Weibull model can be calculated as:

T � � ln
1

PFA
�1/b

a (14)

The expression is more complicated for the K-distributed
model and T can be calculated by solving the below equation:

PFA �
2

��v � 1�� T

2a�
v�1

Kv�1�T

a� (15)

Solving this transcendental equation between PFA and T is not
trivial. Also, we pointed out in previous sections that the Weibull

model fits the clutter data better than the other ones. Hence,
Weibull distributed model was selected as the primary in modeling
the background clutter. Then, we applied the two-parameter CFAR
detector based on this Weibull model [11] which is classified by
the rule.

xt
 � �b � �bQftarget pixel
� �b � �bQfclutter pixel (16)

where xt is the pixel value under test, Q is a detector design
parameter which defines the PFA, �b, and �b is the estimated mean
and standard deviation of the local background, respectively. For
each pixel in the image, the corresponding value xt is compared
according to the hypothesis test of Eq. (16). If the value of the
pixel under test is bigger than the compared value, then it is
declared as a target signal. Otherwise, it is classified as clutter and
therefore removed from the image.

As the first application, we took the SAR data of military
BTR-70 transportation vehicle observed at a depression angle of
15°. The original SAR image is shown in Figure 4(a). The image
matrix has a size of 128 	 128 and covers a region of 26 m-by-26
m. The output image of the fixed threshold method is also given in
Figure 4(b) for comparison reasons. In the application of the fixed
threshold method, the threshold value is determined by trial-and-
error method, and any further increment from this value results in
increased loss of the target signatures. The result of the CFAR
detection for the Weibull modeled clutter background is shown in
Figure 4(c). In the implementation of the CFAR detection algo-
rithm, a sliding matrix window of 59 	 59 pixels with a guard area
of 19 	 19 pixels was chosen and PFA was set to 0.01. The
adaptive threshold value T was calculated from Eq. (14) with the
selected probability of false alarm PFA. Then, the design parameter
Q was set empirically to Q � T/�̂w , where �̂w is the true mean
value of the Weibull model with the estimated parameters. If we
compare the CFAR output image with the fixed threshold one, the
difference is remarkable from both target detection and clutter
removal perspective. It is distinguished that target signatures are
much more pronounced while the clutter energy inside the image
is almost eliminated.

In the second application, we used a target type of BTR-60
transportation vehicle measured at a depression angle of 17°. The
original SAR image is shown in Figure 5(a). The corresponding
output images of the fixed threshold and CFAR detection method
are presented in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. Same sliding
window and guard area settings were used in this example as well.
PFA was again selected as 0.01. If we compare the images in
Figure 5, it is obvious that the CFAR detection has much better
performance than the fixed threshold method. Even though the
great amount of clutter is removed from the image, only small
amount of target signatures especially resulted from the edges
cannot be preserved. Nevertheless, this success of the CFAR
detection depends greatly on the accuracy of the selected clutter
model.

To sum up, the comprehensive analysis of clutter data of the
MSTAR SAR images show that clutter can be well modeled with
Weibull distribution. Then, the target signatures can be detected at
a high level and clutter can be almost suppressed with this accurate
model of the clutter. The success of such detection in turn would
help to enhance the accuracy of the further classification and
identification stages of ATD/R.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, modeling and reduction of undesirable clutter in SAR
images were investigated. As a good example of SAR imagery,

TABLE 2
K-S Test Results of the Distributions with a Significance Level
of � � 0.05.

Test value of the K-S test
(compared value  is 0.0642)

Lognormal 0.0719
Weibull 0.0256
K-distribution 0.0182
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Figure 4 (a) Original SAR image of BTR-70 transportation vehicle with
vegetation clutters. (b) Decluttered image with fixed threshold processing.
(c) Result of CFAR processing with Weibull clutter assumption and PFA �
0.01

Figure 5 (a) Original SAR image of BTR-60 transportation vehicle with
vegetation clutters. (b) Decluttered image with fixed threshold processing.
(c) Result of CFAR processing with Weibull clutter assumption and PFA �
0.01
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publicly released MSTAR images have been selected as the prac-
tical application. The statistical and complex nature of clutter was
analyzed on this real data of MSTAR clutter chips. Empirical PDF
analysis results showed that Weibull and K-distribution models fit
closely to the density histograms of both homogeneous and het-
erogeneous clutter data. Therefore, they can be taken as suitable
models for the clutter. Furthermore, the results of HO statistics
based on moments and cumulants also supported Weibull and
K-distribution model assumptions for the clutter. Finally, the K-S
goodness-of-fit test verified the accuracy of these models for the
clutter amplitude distribution. Because of the numerical difficulties
of K-distribution at the detection stage, CFAR detector under
Weibull distributed clutter assumption was selected as the model
to use. Then, corresponding CFAR detector based on this model
was applied to the target images. Applying the adaptive threshold
which was calculated from the PDF of the Weibull distributed
model, target signals were effectively segmented from clutter
background. Target signature loss was kept at a minimum level
and only little false detections were reported. The differences
between fixed threshold and CFAR detection algorithm show the
notable success of our analysis in modeling the clutter. It should be
noted that, although the steps of the modeling and detection
algorithm are tested on MSTAR SAR data only, the algorithm can
be applied to any SAR image data for clutter removal and reduc-
tion purposes.
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